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Several factors can impact an employee’s productivity—from inefficient processes and tools to employee development 
or engagement opportunities. In some cases, the root cause is obvious, such as  processing manual timesheets, but 
for others it may require a more in-depth view of how an organisation is functioning to identify emerging trends, best 
practices, development opportunities, and operational inefficiencies.  

The WorkForce Suite empowers organisations to harness detailed labour data to provide valuable and actionable 
insights to support strategic decision making, maximise productivity, and minimise distractions. 

Clearing the Administrative Noise 
Managing a workforce with manual processes and workarounds is time-consuming and prone to error resulting in a 
heavy administrative burden. Coupled with large volumes of communications related to approvals and other tasks, the 
distractions from the core business are overwhelming. To empower employees to spend more time focused on high 
value activities that drive business, the WorkForce Suite filters the noise and increases employee productivity with: 

 y Accurate time capture options and real-time automated calculation of all gross hours and pay for more 
streamlined payroll processing.

 y AI-enabled assistants to prioritise workforce management tasks using an urgency model to highlight tasks in 
need of immediate action and to perform auto-approvals when pre-defined standards are met. 

 y Proactive notifications for critical information like someone not showing up for their shift, not getting enough 
rest between shifts, or approaching an overtime threshold.  
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“Our managers have more time to focus on improving the productivity of 
their store and mentoring their staff, and they have access to data that 
allows them to make strategic decisions on how to run their shops.” 

Louisa Woodward
Senior Productivity Manager, Ladbrokes Coral Group 
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THE WORKFORCE SUITE: EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY AND LABOUR TRACKING 

The Right People, When and Where They Are Needed 
Over- and under-staffing can be costly with inflated labour costs and insufficient customer service, respectively, not to 
mention the impact on employee engagement when there is not enough work to keep employees busy or so much 
that they can’t keep up with the workload. The WorkForce Suite strikes the right balance between staffing and business 
demand while promoting employee engagement with: 

 y Forecasted labour demand down to 15-minute intervals to enable a more flexible staffing model for 
organisations with fluctuating demand.  

 y Optimised scheduling that accounts for business demand; available budget; and employee preferences, skills, 
and fitness for duty with actionable insights into the effectiveness of any proposed schedule changes.  

 y Automatic callout processes that identify, prioritise, and contact the best candidates to fill a vacant shift using 
their preferred contact method. 

Detailed Labour Tracking to Enable Strategic Decision Making 
Without accurate and detailed labour data, a business can be put at a disadvantage when it comes to building an 
effective strategy. To help identify potential cost savings, development opportunities for employees, and improvements 
to operational efficiencies, the WorkForce Suite offers a virtually unbounded ability to track labour distribution and 
costs across the enterprise. All time accounting is tailored to an organisation’s unique requirements and can include 
tracking hours and expenses against cost centres, projects, tasks, departments, work orders, and more in order to 
enable strategic decision making with:  

 y Unlimited labour costing fields combined with granular field-based security, validation of entries and 
hierarchies, filters, and sorting to ensure accuracy and ease of entry. 

 y Automatic default allocation of time and costs with the ability to make one-off changes when required to 
ease the data capture burden.  

 y Data sharing with project tracking, financial, work order systems, and much more for greater visibility into how 
the business is performing against budgets and other key performance indicators. 

Capturing, Measuring, and Rewarding Productivity 
Recognising and rewarding employees through incentive programs can be an effective method of improving employee 
productivity. The WorkForce Suite empowers businesses to successfully rollout incentive programs by removing 
administration barriers with the ability to:  

 y Capture or import productivity data like units produced or processed, sales achieved, tips earned, customers 
served, and more for one or more individuals or entire groups.  

 y Measure productivity against established benchmarks to support escalators for tiered programs. 

 y Calculate and pay incentives to individuals or disburse across groups based on percentages, weighted 
averages, and more. 


